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                                                                      To whom it may concern 

Dear Sirs, 

OJSC “MINSK MOTOR PLANT” Holding Managing Company, Minsk, Republic of Belarus, is a largest 
manufacturer of 3-, 4- and 6-cylinder engines within the power range from 26kW to 257kW with the annual production 
volume of 100 000 units. 

Our traditional sales markets are Germany, Cuba, Egypt, Poland, Pakistan, Vietnam, Russia, the Ukraine and over 
40 countries of Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas. 

In the year 2013 it will be 50 years since we have been manufacturing diesel engines of various applications. The 
wide range of power characteristics of the Minsk Motor Plant diesel engines, their reliability and long operation life 
allow their use in not only in vehicles – automobiles, tractors, road construction and forestry machinery, buses, combine 
harvesters, but as power units for electric power gensets, water pump sets, air compressor sets, welding sets etc. 

At present, the Minsk Motor Plant serially manufactures engines conforming to EURO-2/3/4/5 and Stage 3А/3B 
ecological standards. 

We have the pleasure of offering to you the following products manufactured by our company:  
1. Diesel engines to tractors, automobiles, buses, forklifts, combine harvesters, road construction, forestry and off-

road machinery. 
2. Industrial diesel engines to electric power gensets, water pump sets, air compressor sets, welding sets. 
3. Electric power gensets of the 2nd automation degree with the engines of our own make designed for operation 

as prime and standby sources of electric power supply with the load from 32kW to 150kW. The gensets are equipped 
with “Mecc Alte” ECO alternators (Italy) providing 3-phase power supply. 

4. Diesel engines on a frame with cooling systems, start-stop systems, exhaust systems, fuel tank for driving 
various actuator mechanisms, such as water pump sets, electric power gensets, air compressor sets. 

5. Mobile sets for compressed air supply to various equipment and machinery designed for road construction, 
construction and repair work. 

6. Diesel engines for conversion of ZIL-130/131, GAZ-53, GAZ-66 trucks (replacement of previously installed 
gasoline engines by diesel engines manufactured by the Minsk Motor Plant). 

  
The Minsk Motor Plant is open to mutually beneficial cooperation with all interested companies and businesses. 
 
Best Regards, 
  
Deputy Head of Foreign Economic Activities 
OJSC “MINSK MOTOR PLANT” Holding Managing Company 
Victor Kotionov 
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